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Deconvolutionof Mineral AbsorptionBands'
An ImprovedApproach
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Although visible and near-infraredreflectancespectra contain absorptionbands that are
characteristicof the compositionand structureof the absorbingspecies,deconvolvinga complex
spectrumis nontrivial. An improvedapproachto spectraldeconvolutionis presentedhere that

accurately
represents
absorption
bandsas discretemathematical
distributions
and resolvescomposite
absorptionfeaturesinto individualabsorptions
bands. The frequentlyused Gaussianmodel of

absorption
bands
is firstevaluated
andshown
to be inappropriate
for theFe2+electronic
transition
absorptions
in pyroxenespectra.Subsequently,
a modifiedGaussian
modelis derivedusinga power
law relationship
of energyto averagebondlength. ThismodifiedGaussianmodelsuccessfully
depicts
the characteristic
0.9-}xrnabsorption
featurein orthopyroxene
spectrausinga singledistribution.The
modified Gaussianmodel is also shownto provide an objectiveand consistenttool for deconvolving
individualabsorptionbandsin the more complexorthopyroxene,
clinopyroxene,pyroxenemixtures,

andolivinespectra.
Theabilityof thisnewmodified
Gaussian
modelto describe
theFe2+ electronic
transitionabsorptionbands in both pyroxeneand olivine spectrastronglysuggeststhat it be the
methodof choicefor analyzingall electronictransitionbands.

A varietyof theoretical
andempirical'
approaches
have

INTRODUC•ON

At visible and near-infrared wavelengths, reflectance

beendeveloped
to address
thisproblem.The useof Hapke's
theoretical

radiative

transfer model to the extraction

of modal

sP;ectra
of mineralscontainabsorption
featuresthat are abundancefrom reflectance spectra of geologic materials

characteristicof the compositionand crystal structureof the
[Hapke, 1981; Clark and Roush, 1984] has been testedin the
absorbing species [e.g.,Burns, 1970a; Marfunin, 1979;
laboratory [e.g., Johnsoneta!., 1983; Clark, 1987; Nelson
Adams, 1974, 1975; Hunt and Salisbury, 1970]. As such, it
1988;
Mustard
and•
Pieters,
1989]
andthefield
is possibleto use remotely sensedreflectance spectra as a andClark,
[e.g., Mustard and Pieters, 1987] and has been shownto be
basis for estimating the mineralogy of both terrestrial and
ableto deconvolve
mixturespectra
to Withinan accuracy
of
extra-terrestrialsurfaces[e.g., McCord et al., 1988]. Recent
approximately5%. This methodrequiresdetailedknowledge
advancesin technologyhave resultedin the developmentot
of the spectral reflectance properties of the end-member
imaging spectrometerswhich allow the remote collection of
components
in mixturespectraand is thusmostsuccessfUl
reflectancedata at high spectraland spatial resolutionover a
for applications
that allow representative
samplesto be
broad spectral range. Current and future exploration
obtained. The practicalapplicabilityof the Hapkemodelto
programscall for an increaseduse of imaging spectrometers
regions where ground truth is tinavailable can be greatly
from telescopic, airborne, and orbiting platforms to
enhancedif it is utilized in conjunctionwith other methods
determine the mineralogy of various terrestrial and extrathat can determine probable mineralogic end-members.
terrestrial
targets.Thelargeinfluxof spectral
reflectance Empirical approachesto the extraction of mineralogical
measurements from such missions requires a consistent
information from the absorption features in reflectance
approachto the classificationof absorptionfeatures.
spectra have also been undertaken. A variety of successful
In order to characterize absorption features, it is
schemeshave been developedthat quantify observedtrends
necessary to understand the physics that control the
in albedo and/or absorption characteristics for specific
absorption process. However, absorptions in geologic
minerals in carefully prepared laboratory mixtures [e.g.,
surfaces containing intimately mixed mineralogies are
Clark, 1981;Cloutiset al., 1986;Gaffey, 1986]. While
complex and only partially understood. Electromagnetic
these empirical studies are usefUl as diagnostic tools for
energy interacts with a particulate interface through a
mixtures of specific minerals, they are limited to
combination of first surface (or specular) reflection
applicationsthat only involve the minerals studied.
transmission,absorption,diffraction, and multiple scatteri•
A more general method of spectral deconvolution is
from adjacent particles [e.g., Wendlandtand Hecht, 19(6
presented here, which resolves spectra into individual
KOrtum, 1969]. Although reflectancespectraat visible ar•
absorption bands by representing these absorption bands
near-infrared wavelengths contain diagnostic informatior. with discrete mathematical
distributions.
Use of this
deconvolving the composite spectral signals of multiquantitative deconvolution method for a spectrum of an
component target surfaces to reveal individual components
unknown material is dependentonly the spectrumitself. It
and their modal mineralogy is nontrivial.
thus providesan objective and consistenttool for examining
the individual absorptionbands in spectra. Interpretationof
the resultant absorption bands can then be made based on
Copyright 1990 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
independentempirical and/or theoreticalstudies.
Spectra of pure mineral separatesof olivine, pyroxene,
Paper number 89JB03621.
0148-0227/90/89JB-03621
$05.00
and mixtures of pyroxenes were obtained in order to tesl
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these deconvolution

methods.

The

Gaussian model

of

I = I0 exp (-ad)

(2)

absorption
bandsis discussed
and evaluatedin detail in the where {z is the absorptioncoefficient and d is the optical
following sections. Although it has commonly been path length. At visible and near-infrared wavelengths,
invoked, the Gaussian model proves to be an inadequate

absorption bands in reflectance spectra are expected to

descriptionof the electronictransitionabsorptions
foundin behave similarly becausethe absorptionsprimarily occur as
pyroxenespectra. Subsequently,
a modifiedGaussianmodel radiation is transmittedthrough the solid particles. In order
is derived and shown to successfullymodel the electronic

to representmathematicallythe reflectancespectraas linea•

transitionabsorptionsin pyroxene,pyroxenemixtures, and combinationsof absorptionbands that occur around discrete
olivine spectra. Preliminary results from this study were energies,it is necessaryto carry out the Gaussianmodel of
presentedby Sunshineet al. [1988, 1989].
absorptionbandsin natural log reflectanceand energy.
In addition, observations of natural surfaces indicate that

absorption features in many reflectance spectra are
superimposed onto a base curve or "continuum" [e.g.,
AND ITS ASSUMIrrIONS
McCord et al., 1981]. The physicalcausesof the continuum
The underlying assumptionof the Gaussianmodel is that are poorly understood. Often it is consideredto representa
absorption features observed in visible and near-infrared combination of phenomena including first surface
spectra are composed of absorption bands which are reflectance,multiple scattering,wings of strongultraviolet
inherently Gaussian in shape. If this is true, spectral absorptions, or absorptions from materials with constant
features can be resolved into absorptionbands by fitting spectral signatures [e.g., Burns, 1970a; Gaffey, 1976;
them with Gaussian
distributions.
Since Gaussian dePieters, 1978; Marfunin, 1979; Clark and Roush, 1984;
convolution has produced results that often correlate with Huguenin and Jones, 1986; Yon and Pieters, 1988].
specific real absorptionswithout requiring more complex Althoughthe causesof continuaare difficult to determine,for
functions, this method has been used by several consistency
the continuaused in these analysesare linear
investigatorsas a quantitativetool in spectralstudies[Burns, functionsof energy. In general,any reflectancespectrum
1970b; Smith and Strens, 1976; Fart et al., 1980; McCord et will contain several absorptionfeatures and as such, the
al., 1981; Clark, 1981; Singer, 1981; Clark and Roush, Gaussian model of a spectrum consists of multiple
1984; Huguenin and Jones, 1986; Gaffey, 1986; Roush and distributions,superimposedonto a continuum.
Singer, 1986]. As pointedout by Roush and Singer [1986],
at the very least a Gaussiandeconvolutionshould produce a
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
unique fit for a given mineral (under certain reasonable
Reflectancespectra of pyroxene and olivine were used to
restraints) and thus, even if not physically realistic, could
provide a useful aid in the analysis and classification of assess the validity of each deconvolution model. These
minerals were selected for analysis due to their relative
absorption features.
Under the central limit theorem of statistics, a Gaussian, abundance among the rock-forming minerals of the solar
or normal distribution, can be used to represent all random system and their well described spectral character [Burns,
distributions given a large enough sample population. A 1970a, b; Adams, 1974, 1975; Hazen et al., 1978; Rossman,
Gaussian distribution in a random variable x, g(x), is 1980]. As seen in Figure 1, the spectrum of olivine is
expressedin terms of its center (mean) /A, width (standard dominated by a complex absorptioncentered near 1.0 gm,
deviation) •, and strength (amplitude) s:
while the pyroxene spectrum is dominated by its
characteristicabsorptionfeatures near 1.0 and 2.0 gm. In
both cases, these absorptionsare producedby spin-allowed
GAUSSIAN MODEL OF AB SORttriONBANDS

2CY
2 }
(1) electronic
transitions
of Fe2+in distorted
octahedral
(M1 and
g(x)=s.
exp{
-(x-11)2

In order to apply the central limit theorem to spectra,the
various electronic and vibrational processes that cause
absorption bands must each be randomly distributed in a
random variable x and result from a statistically significant
number of events. There are a sufficient number of photons
in incident electromagnetic radiation to satisfy the
assumption of a large sample population. Randomness,
however, is more difficult to justify but has been assumedtc
occur due to the effects of thermal vibrations and/or minox

variations in crystal structures. On the basis of the
examination of absorptionbands in transmissionspectra, it
has commonly been assumed that absorption bands are
distributed around discrete energies [e.g., Farr et al., 1980;
McCord et al., 1981]. If each of theseassumptions
hold, the
probability of an absorption can be considered to be
randomly distributedin energy and an absorptionband can

be modeledwith a Gaussiandistribution(equation(1)), where
the randomvariable x is energy.
In transmissionspectra,absorptionbandsnot only occur
arounddiscreteenergiesbut also obey the Beer-Lambertlaw:

M2) crystal field sites [Burns, 1970a]. Furthermore, the
centers of the characteristic pyroxene absorption bands
systematically vary with increasing iron and calcium
concentrationfrom 0.90 to 1.05 gm and 1.80 to 2.30 gm,
respectively [Adams, 1974; Hazen et al., 1978] and thus can
be use to infer pyroxene composition.
The samples used in this initial study are an enstatite
from Webster, North Carolina (Opx), a clinopyroxenefrom a
Hawaiian volcanic bomb (Cpx), and an olivine from
Hawaiian green beach sand (located near South Point). The
compositionsof these minerals are given in Table 1. Handpicked mineral separatesof these sampleswere crushedand
wet-sieved with ethanol into 45-75 }•m particle size
separates. In addition, seven mass fraction mixtures of the
two pyroxenes were created. Spectra of the olivine, the
pyroxenes, and the pyroxene mass fraction mixtures were
obtained from 0.325 to 2.600 }•m at 5 nm sampling
resolution using the RELAB bidirectional spectrometerand
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The RELAB instrument is
specifically designed to simulate, in the laboratory, the
viewing geometries used in remote measurements[Pieters,
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TABLE1. Chemical
Anal•rsis
of MineralsUsedin ThisStudy

0.80

Clinopyroxene
PP-CMP-21

Orthopyroxene
PE-CMP-30

Olivinea
PO-CMP-25

0.60

SiO2
TiO2
AI203
F%O
3

0.40

0.20

,

,

•

0.30

I

,

,

,

I

0.70

,

,

,

1.1 0

I

,

,

,

1.50

I

,

,

,

I

1.90

,

FeO

6.29

MgO

15.14

CaO

20.92

Na20
K20

45- 75 micron particles
0.00

,

2.30

Wavelength In Microns

8.53

10.7

47.20

0.41

0.41

0.01
0.00

0.00
0.02

MnO

0.12

0.19

0.22

99.76

99.22

98.71

Orthopyroxene Spectrum

Wo0.78
En87.03

Fo89

Fs12.19

From Singer [1981].

developmentof an enhancedGaussianfitting package. This
relatively fast routine, based on the nonlinear least squares
algorithm developed by Kaper et al. [1966] permits the
simultaneous analysis of an entire spectrum. From initial
estimatesprovided by the investigator,the fitting procedure
iteratively adjusts the model parameters (Gaussian widths,
strengths, and centers, as well as continuum slope and
intercept)until a negligible improvementin the overall fit is

0.40

0.20

45-75

0.00

'

0.30

b

38.90
0.03
0.46
(asFeO)

32.81

0.40
0.01

Wo45.59
En45.89
Fs8.52

0.60

56.23
0.02
1.02
(asFeO)

Total

0.80

o

49.69
0.79
6.40
(asFeO)

'

'

• '
0.70

'

'

• '

'

'

1.1 0

• '

'

'

1.50

micron particles

• '

'

'

1.90

• '

'

2.30

Wavelength
In Microns

obtained.

Additional

Gaussian distributions

can be added as

deemed necessary based on an examination of the residual
error between the measuredand the modeled spectra. The
mathematicsof this procedure,as it specifically applies to
reflectancespectra,are presentedin detail in the appendix.
A fit is considered complete when the residual error,
defined as the root mean square(RMS) error of the difference
between the model and the actual data (see the appendix,
1983]. A 30 ø incident angle and a 0 ø emission angle equation (A14)), is of the same order of magnitude as the
The observational errors in the
(measured from the vertical) were chosen for these observational uncertainties.
measurements.
laboratory spectra used here are approximately 0.25%. As
Analysis of these spectra was made possible by the such, the fitting routine is terminatedwhen the RMS error of
Fig. 1. (a) The reflectancespectrum(45-75 Ixm particles)of the
olivine usedin this study. The olivine spectrumis dominatedby a
multiple absorptionfeature centerednear 1.0 Ixm. (b) The
reflectancespectrum(45-75 Ixm particles)of the orthopyroxene
used
in this study. The pyroxene spectrum is dominated by the
characteristic
absorption
featurescenterednear 1.0 and2.0 !xrn.

1.20

PyroxeneMixture Spectra
Orthopyroxene
85/1 50px/Cpx
75/25 Opx/Cpx
60/40 Opx/Cpx
50/50 Opx/Cpx
40/60 Opx/Cpx
25/75 Opx/Cpx
1 5/85 Opx/Cpx
Clinopyroxene

1.00

o 0.80
0

o

0.60

r'r' 0.40

0.20

45-75

micronparticles

0.00

0.30

0.70

1.10

1.50

1.90

2.30

WavelengthIn Microns
Fig.2. Thereflectance
spectra
(45-75pm particles)
of thepyroxene
massfractionmixtures.Theyaredisplayed
from
bottomto topwithincreasing
orthopyroxene
fractionanda 5% offsetin reflectance
between
eachsuccessive
spectrum.
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the residual is of order of magnitude of tenthsof a percent,
or more likely, when the improvement of the RMS residual
error in several successive iterations is negligible (of

0.00

magnitude
10'5 or less).
INADEQUACIES
OFTHEGAUSSIANMODELFOREI.FCWRONIC

-0.80

TRANSmON ABSORPTION BANDS

-1.60

One goal of the investigation reported here is to
determine if Gaussiandeconvolutionsaccuratelyrepresent
physical phenomenon and to examine whether Gaussian.
analysis provides a consistent and unique method for the
extraction of compositional information from reflectance

-2.40

I

spectra.

FIMS
error
=4.31
2•

-3.20

Thecomplexity
of theFe2+ absorption
features
foundin

0.30

0.70

1.10

1,50

1.90

•.30

olivine spectra make them natural candidates for Gaussian
Wavelength In Microns
analysis. An olivine spectrum,the continuum,the Gaussian
distributions that comprise its fit, and the residual error of Fig. 4. The Gaussian model of the orthopyroxene reflectance
spectrum(45-75 }amparticles)using only single distributionsfor the
that fit are shown in Figure 3a. Although the analysis is

absorptionnear 1.0 and 2.0 !xm. This model producesa poor fit and
an unacceptablyhigh residualerror.

'''I'''I'''I'''I

Gaussian

Model

carried out in natural log reflectance and energy, because
reflectance spectra are often displayed as a function of
wavelength,all subsequent
data will be shownin natural log
reflectance and wavelength. This causesthe continuumthat
is a linear function of energy to appearcurved (Figure 3b).
Gaussiananalysisof an olivine reflectancespectrumreveals
that the 1.0-I.tm absorptionfeature can be representedby
three Gaussian distributions [Singer, 1981]. This result is
expectedfrom transmission
studiesthat indicatethat the 1.0I.tm olivine featurearisesdue to three independentabsorption
bands [Burns, 1970b]. Unfortunately, olivine does not
provide a good test of the model becauseit requiresthree
distributions, and thus nine free parameters, all within the1.0-lxm region. Given this much flexibility, almost any
function could provide a reasonablefit regardlessof whether
or not it physically representsthe three absorptionbands

of Oilvine

_

0.00

-0.80

-1.60
-2.40
RMS error = 0.645X
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,
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I
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,

I
6.00

Wavenumber
[cm-1/1
000]

that comprise the absorptionfeature.
A better test would be to model absorptionfeatures that

0.00

--

-0.80

ssian Model of Orthopyroxene

•

0.00

.

_

-.6o

-o.8o
or"

-2.40
-3.20

b

• -1.60

, , , I , , , i , , . i , . , I

0.30

0.70

1.1
0

1.50

'

1.90

, , I , ,

2.30

-•

Wavelength
In
Microns
Z

RMS error = 0.611

Fig. 3. (a) The Gaussian
modelof the olivinereflectance
spectrum
-3.20
' ' • ' ' ' • ' ' ' • ' ' ' • '
(45-75 }xmparticles). In this and all subsequent
figuresthe model
0.30
0.70
1.10
1.50
1.90
2.30
componentsare (from bottom to top): the modeled spectrum
superimposed
on to the reflectancespectrum,the continuum(dashed
WavelengthIn Microns
line) that is a linear function of energy (wave number), the
individual Gaussiandistributionsthat comprisethe model and the Fig. 5. The Gaussianmodel of the orthopyroxene
reflectance
residualerror betweenthe model and the actual spectra(offset 10% spectrum(45-75 !xmparticles)usingtwo Gaussiandistributions
for
for clarity). (b) The Gaussian model of the olivine reflectance
both of the absorption
featuresnear 1.0 and 2.0 !xm. While this
spectrum(45-75 !xmparticles). As in Fig. 3a but displayedas a producesan acceptablefit to the features,it is contraryto
function of wavelength.This causesthe continuumthat was a linear expectations
thattheseabsorptions
are eachcausedby primarilyone
functionof energyto appearcurved.
electronictransitionabsorptionband.
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OFMINERAL
ABSORFFION
BANDS
are believed to result from single absorptionbands, such as
the absorption features near 1.0 and 2.0 •m in the
orthopyroxenespectrum. However, as shown in Figure 4, a
Gaussiananalysisof the orthopyroxenereflectancespectrum,
using single distributions for each of the dominant
absorptionsproduces an obviously poor fit with an RMS
residual error of 4.32%.

'

'

'

.

.

.

I

'

'

'

I

.

.

.
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I

'

'

'

I

.

.

•

I

'

I

•

'

Constrained
Gaussian
Model
of'75'•• '
0.00

-0.80

In order to reduce the residual error

to the order of magnitude of the observationalerrors, it is
necessaryto use two Gaussiandistributionsfor both of the
absorptionfeaturesnear 1.0 and 2.0 •m (Figure 5). While
this producesan acceptablefit to the features, it is contrary
to our expectation that these absorptionsare each caused
primarily by one electronic transition absorptionband.
These apparently spurious Gaussians,suggest that the
Gaussianmodel may not reflect the actualphysicalprocesses
of absorption. As suggestedby Singer [1981], this may be
a product of attemptingto model an inherently asymmetric
feature with symmetric Gaussiandistributions. The Gaussian
model may nonetheless provide a consistent tool for
compositionalanalysis of spectra. In order to examine this
•
potential, a Gaussiananalysisof the spectraorthopyroxene,
clinopyroxeneand pyroxenemixtures was performed.
The Gaussian deconvolution of the orthopyroxene •
spectrum (Figure 5) consists of nine discrete Gaussian
distributions, including two Gaussians in each of the
dominant absorption features, superimposed onto a
continuum. Similarly, the Gaussian deconvolution of the
clinopyroxene spectrum, shown in Figure 6, also consistsof
•
a continuumand nine Gaussiandistributions. Here again, the
Z
1.0-and 2.0-I.tm absorption features required multiple
Gaussians. The model fits to both of the pyroxenesproduce

-1.60

-2.40

-3.20

0.30

0.70

1.10

•

1.50

RMS
error
=0.632•
,

I

i

1.90

•

.

I

2.30

Wavelength In Microns

Constrained
Gaussian
Model
of'25'Y.
' '
0.00

' ' ' i' ' ' I' ' ' I'

' '

Cpx

-0.80

o-1,6o
///

RMS

-240

-3.20

0.30

residual errors on the order of 0.5%.

On the basis of the Gaussian

deconvolutions

of these two

0.70

b

1.10

1.50

1.90

2,30

Wavelength
InMicrons

pyroxene end-member spectra, each of the seven mass
Fig. 7. (a) The Gaussianmodel of the 75% orthopyroxene
25%
fractionpyroxenemixture spectraare modeledusing Gaussian clinopyroxenemixture reflectancespectrum(45-75 !am particles).
distributions with centers fixed at the wavelengths (b)
The Gaussian model of the 25% orthopyroxene 75%
determined for the pure orthopyroxeneand clinopyroxene clinopyroxenemixture reflectancespectrum(45-75 Ixm particles).
end-members. Although each end-memberspectrumconsists These models are constrained to have the Gaussian distributions with

of nine Gaussians,the first four distributionsoccur at very
similar wavelengthsfor both end-members. These centers
are too close to distinguish in the mixture spectra and as

aussianModel of

g

.•

such, each mixture spectrumis modeled with 14 (rather than
18) Gaussianssuperimposedonto a continuum. A Gaussian
analysisof the mixture spectraunder theseconstraintsyields

linopyroxene

RMS

o.oof

.

-1.60

residual errors on the order of 0.5%.

The constrained

model fits to the 75/25 Opx/Cpx and 25/75 Opx/Cpx
mixturespectraare shownin Figure7, as examples.
While this constrained Gaussian analysis produces
acceptablefits, to truly be useful, Gaussiananalysismust be
able to extract accurateresultsfrom the spectraof pyroxene
mixtureswithout predeterminedknowledgeof their spectral
components. To assessthe feasibility of this, the mixture

• -2,40
•//
•-I/

RMS
error=
0.444•

spectra were modeled with the constraints on the Gaussian

centers removed.

320

0.30

centersfixed at the wavelengthsdeterminedfor the pyroxeneendmember spectra. Under such constraints,these models of pyroxene
mixture spectra reflect the proportion of clinopyroxene in each
sample.

0.70

1.10

1.50

1.90

WavelengthIn Microns

2.30

For example, with 14 unconstrained

Gaussiansthe resultingfit to the 75/25 Opx/Cpx spectrum,

shown in Figure 8, is still excellent. However, the Gaussian
parmeters of this unconstrainedmodel bear no resemblance

Fig. 6. The Gaussianmodel to the clinopyroxenereflectance to those of the known pyroxeneend-membercomponents.
spectrum(45-75 •tm particles). Note that multiple Gaussian As such, the Gaussiananalysisof mixture spectradoes not
distributions
are requiredfor both of the absorption
featuresnear 1.0 reveal any useful compositionalinformation.

and 2.0 pro.

The inability of the Gaussian model to accurately
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pyroxene electronic transition absorptions,it is appropriate
to reexamine its numerous assumptionsto determine whether
such a model can be derived. One fundamentalassumption
of the Gaussianmodel is that energy is the random variable
for all absorptions (charge transfer, electronic transition,
molecular
bending, stretching, and vibrational phenomena).
• -0.80
n"
However, for electronic transition absorptions,the energy of
absorption is a function of the distortion and the average
• -1.60
ligand-ion bond length of the crystal field site [Burns,
1970a]. In a crystal field site, the averagebond length will
vary
due to random thermal vibrations and variations in the
-2,40
crystal site. Thus, the random variable for electronic
FIMS error = 0.403X
transition absorptionbands is not the energy of absorption
-3.20
, , , , , , , • , , , I , , , • , , , • ,
but the averagebond length.
0.30
0.70
1.10
1.50
1.90
2.30
With such an understanding,one can invoke the central
WavelengthIn Microns
limit theorem of statistics and consider the average bond
Fig. 8. The Gaussianmodel of the 75% orthopyroxene25% clino- lengths to be Gaussian distributed. Since the average bond
pyroxenemixture reflectancespectrum(45-75 }xmparticles)with the length determines the energy of absorption, a Gaussian
constraintson the band centers removed. While this produces an distribution of average bond lengths will map into a
acceptablefit, this Gaussian deconvolufionbears no resemblanceto
distribution of absorptionenergies.The crystal field theory
the deconvolufionsof the known pyroxeneend-members.
description of electronic transition absorption[e.g., Burns,
1970a; Marfunin, 1979], suggeststhat the absorptionenergy
(e) and the average bond length (r) are related by a power
characterizepyroxenemixture spectrais not surprising,since law:
it requires multiple Gaussian distributions in order to
eo• r n
(3)
accurately describe single electronic transition absorption
bands. Using spurious Gaussian distributions to model the
Utilizing this power law relationship (equation (3)), a
pyroxene end-memberspectra results in 44 free parameters
Gaussiandistributionof averagebondlengthscan be mapped
(14 Gaussian distributions each with three free parameters
into a "modified" Gaussian distribution of absorption
and a continuum with two) for each pyroxene mixture energiesm(x):

f ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' '5I ' ' ' I ' '
Unconstrained
GaussianModel of 7 • Opx 25• Cpx

spectrum.This over-abundance
of parameters
not only slows
the processing
time considerably,
but increasingthe number
of free parameters
alsoincreases
the likelihoodof obtaining

m(x)=s.

exp

a nonunique solution.

{-(xn-lln)
2}

(4)

These problemswere foreseenby Kaper et al. [1966]. Changingthe exponentof (xn-#n) corresponds
to alteringthe
Kaper et al. pointed out that mathematically,a discrete symmetry of the distribution, i.e. the relative slope of the
spectrumcontainingobservational
errorshas, in general,no right and left wings.
uniqueGaussiande.
convolution.The nonlinearleastsquares
The best value of the exponentn in equation(3) can be

minimumizationprocedureused for Gaussiandeconvolution derived empirically. The 0.9-gm orthopyroxeneabsorption
(see the appendix) merely requires that a relative, not an featureis chosenfor this derivationsinceit is thoughtto be
absolute,minimumbe obtained. It is quitepossibleto start dominated by a single electronic transition band.
from different initial estimates and arrive at different relative
Furthermore, in order to remove the complications of
minima. In addition,while minimizingthe RMS residual multiple scattering,a single-crystaltransmissionspectrumis
errorprovidesan objectivemeasurement
for determining
the used to derive the appropriatevalue of n. The RMS residual
"best"fit, it is in generalalwayspossibleto reducethe RMS error of a single modified Gaussian distribution fit to the
residualerrorby includingadditionalGaussians.Kaperet al. 0.9-gm absorption
featureof the [i-transmissionspectrumof
do however,suggestthat if the signalto noiseratio is high the Bamble enstatite, using several different values of n, is
andthe components
are well separated,
theremay in fact be a shown in Figure 9a. The transmission absorption band
uniquesolutionand requiringthat the RMS residualerror be appearsto be best fit using a modified Gaussiandistribution
of the order of the observational errors is sufficient.

with

n -- -1.0.

It thereforeappearsthat in its presentform, the Gaussian
A similar test for the 0.9-}.tm absorption feature in
modeldoesnot correspond
with actualphysicalabsorptionsreflectance spectrum of the Websterite enstatite is shown in
nor providea feasibleapproachto extractingcompositionalFigure 9b. As with the transmissionabsorptionfeature,
informationfrom unknownsamples.
n---1.0
results in the smallest RMS residual error.
A
MODIFIED GAUSSIAN MODEL

comparison of the fits of various distribution models to the

0.9-}.tmreflectanceabsorptionband is shownin Figure 9c.
The
Gaussianmodel (n = 1.0) producesan unacceptablefit,
If a mathematicalmodel can be developedwhich can
but
a
progressiveimprovementoccurs (e.g., n =-0.2) until
describea singleabsorption
bandwith only one distribution,
many of the problems of the Gaussian model could be
overcome.

Such a model would decrease the number of

distributionsnecessaryto describea spectrum,make the
spectraldeconvolution
morestable,andbe morephysically
realistic.

Given the limitations of the Gaussian model for

the best fit is achieved (n = -1.0).
Using single modified Gaussiandistributionsof the form
m(x)=s.

exp

{-(x-l-it-I)
2}

(5)
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Fig. 9. The residualerrorbetweenthe 0.9-ginorthopyroxene
absorption
featuremodelsusingdifferentvaluesof n. (a)
The [;-transmission
spectrum, (b) the 45-75 !xmparticlesizereflectancespectrum,and (c) the <45 gm particlesize
reflectance
spectrum.In all easesn •. -1.0 produces
the optimumfit. While n = -1.0 doesnot producethe lowestRMS
residualerror in all cases,the differencebetweenthe RMS residualerror of the model with n = -1.0 and the lowestRMS
residualerror is negligible.

producesextremelyaccuratefits to the 0.9-gm pyroxene 1/r dependence
as the Coulombicpotentialenergyof the
absorption band in both transmission and reflectance crystal field site.
spectra. Modified Gaussiandistributionsthus appearto be a
more physically realistic model of electronic transition
RESULTSOFTHE MODIFIED GAUSSIANMODEL
absorption bands.
To test this new model further the multiple features in
On the basis of these results, it appears that the
absorption energy (e) and the average bond length (r) are extendedpyroxenetransmission
and reflectancespectrawere
inverselyrelated and that equation(3) shouldread
fit usinga versionof the fitting routinewhichdeconvolves

e o,r-1

(see the
(6) eachspectruminto modifiedGaussiandistributions

appendix).The fit of thecomplete[•-transmission
spectrum

It is interestingto note that this relationshiphas the same of the Bamble enstatite, obtained with the modified Gaussian
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Fig. 10. The modifiedGaussianmodel of the orthopyroxene

Fig. 12. The modifiedGaussian
modelof the clinopyroxene

transmissionspectrum. Only single distributionsare required for
both of the absorptionfeaturesnear 1.0 and 2.0 Ixm.

reflectance
spectrum
(45-75Ixmparticles).

stronger than those of the clinopyroxene in the 75/25
Opx/Cpx mixture, while the clinopyroxenefeaturesdominate
model is shown in Figure 10. This deconvolutionrequires the 25/75 Opx/Cpx mixture.
The entire suite of 45-75 I•m particle size orthopyroxene,
only one modified Gaussiandistributionfor each of the
absorptionfeaturesnear 1.0 and 2.0 I,tm. Nonetheless,the clinopyroxene, and mass fraction mixtures is also fit using

fit is quite remarkable.The modifiedGaussianmodelof the
orthopyroxene
(Websterire)reflectancespectrmnalsorequires
only one distribution for each of the characteristic
absorptionfeatures and also producesan excellent fit as
shownin Figure 11. Similarly,the modifiedGaussianmodel • 0.00 '
of the clinopyroxene
reflectancespectrmnis shownin Figure
12. Here again, the absorptionfeature near 2.0 Ixm is
• -0.80
describedby a singlemodifiedGaussiandistribution.

•.' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I '

An

essential test of the modified

whether it

Gaussian model

can correctly identify

aussian Model of 75% Opx 25% Cpx

is

and characterize

o

-1.60

superimposed
absorptions
in mixturespectra.Unconstrained
modifiedGaussiananalysesof the 75/25 and 25/75 Opx/Cpx
mixture spectra are shown in Figure 13. Note that the "• -2.40
distributionsresultingfrom this unconstrained
fit correspond
directly to those found in the spectraof the orthopyroxene
0.30
and clinopyroxene used to create these mixtures. As
expected from the proportion of orthopyroxenein the
a
mixture, the orthopyroxene features are significantly
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unconstrained

modified

Gaussian distributions

to determine

if

the new model reveals systematic and useful trends that
correspondto the relative proportion of orthopyroxeneand
clinopyroxene found in each sample. Shown in Figure 14
are the strengthsand band centersof the primary absorption
bands derived for the entire suite of pyroxene mixture
spectra. The band centers for each sample spectrum are
determined independently yet occur at almost identical
wavelengthsfor all mixture spectra. In addition, there is a
monotonic variation in band strength which correspondsto
the modal mineralogy of the sample. It should be noted
that, unlike the Gaussiananalysis,the modified Gaussianfits
to the pyroxene mixture spectraare not constrainedto have
the bands centers occur at the same wavelengths as those
found for the spectraof the pyroxeneend-members. The fact
that the bands centers of the mixture spectra are consistent
with the bands centers of the two pyroxene end-member
spectralends further credenceto the model.
On

the basis

of

the success of

the modified

Gaussian

model of electronic transition absorptionbands in pyroxene
spectra,a similar approachwas applied to the more complex
electronic transitions in olivine spectra. Given the overlap
of absorptions in the olivine spectrum, it is not surprising
that the olivine spectrum is also easily fit with modified
Gaussiandistributions(Figure 15). Yet, as can be seen by
comparingthe Gaussianand modified Gaussianmodelsof the

olivine reflectance spectrum (Figures 3 and 15), the two
methods provide different assignmentsof absorptionbands
to the complex 1.0-lxm feature. However, since the modified
Gaussian model is shown to be more appropriate for

pyroxeneelectronictransitionabsorption
bands,the results
from the modified Gaussianmodel are expectedto provide a
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more appropriatecharacterizationof the absorptionbandsin

Sinceeachg(xk)i hasthreeparameters,
!•i , •i, si , andthere

olivine spectra.

are a total of n Gaussians,the spectrumis fully describedby
3n parameters,or in vector form as a single 3n vector of
CONCLUSIONS

parameters,

(A4)
Deconvolving
spectra into modified Gaussian
P -- (Pl , P2 ..... P3n)
distributions (equation (5)) is a physically realistic and
The accuracyof the approximationis determinedby the
practical model for characterizingthe absorptionfeaturesof
residual differencebetweenthe actual spectrumand its model
both transmissionand reflectance spectra. The ability of the
and is measuredbasedon a sum of squaresof the residuals,S,
modified Gaussian model to fit single electronic transition where
absorption bands with only one distribution represents a
m
significantimprovementover the Gaussianmodel. Modeling
(AS)
single absorptionbands with single distributionsis not only
s-= [y(xD- g(xD]2
k=l
more physically realistic, but requiring fewer distributions
decreasesboth the likelihood of nonuniquesolutionsand the
processing time.
Since absorptionband assignmentsprovide information
about the nature of absorption sites, it is of the utmost
importancethat the correct deconvolutiontechniquebe used
to describe absorptions in crystals. The ability of the
modified Gaussianmodel to describethe absorptionbands in

To producea bestfit to the spectrum,the sumof squaresof
the residuals(A5) mustbe of the sameorderof magnitude
as
the observationalerrors. This is determinedby a least
squaresminimization of S (A5) with respect to the model
parameters p (A4). This is accomplishedby solving the
normal equations

both pyroxene and olivine spectra strongly suggeststhat it
be the method of choice for analyzing electronic transition

(AOa)

where

bands.

The success of the modified

Gaussian model for electronic

transition absorptionbands is quite encouraging. It provides
an objective and consistent method for deconvolving
individual absorptionbands from the spectraof pure samples
and mixtures; as such, the analytical capacityof the modified
Gaussian model has great potential. It can provide an
invaluable too1 for quantifying compositional trends from
laboratory data and in identifying mineral constituents in
remotely acquiredspectra.
Although this study has shown that the Gaussianmodel
is an inadequate description of electronic transition
absorption bands, models for other absorption phenomena
must be critically evaluated and, if necessary, alternate
models

V S= 0

must

be derived.

As is the case for

V

•

,

,

•SP
1

ooo

•SP
2

•SP3n

and

a

g(xk)i (Xk-/ti)

a

g(xk)
i (Xk_/li)
2

the modified

a

Gaussian model of electronic transition absorption bands,
formulation of new models will undoubtedlyfocus on the
determinationof the random variable of absorptionand how
or, from (A5),
it relates to energy.

•Ssi

g(xk) i

si

m

APPENDIX: MATHEMATICS OF THE GAUSSIAN MODEL

[y(x
D- G(x,)]VG(xk)=0

Mathematically, the Gaussian model of spectral
convolution can be described by a nonlinear least squares
analysis. The detailsof this procedurehave been adaptedfor
reflectance spectra based on the mathematics outlined by
Kaper et al. [1966].
A spectrum,the percentreflectancemeasuredat rn discrete
wavelengths,is first defined as a discretefunction,

y(x/c), k=l to rn

(A1)

The spectrumis then approximatedas a superpositionof

(A6b'

k=l

Thesenormalequations
(A6), forma setof 3n equations
with
3n unknowns,p.

However, since G = G(x•:) is itself nonlinearin p, the
normal equations (A6) are also nonlinear and therefore
cannot be solved directly. Instead, an iterative processis

usedto approximate
p. Startingfrom an initial estimate,
Po,

a sequence
of vectors
{pj} (j denoting
thejth iteration)
are
calculatedsuch that they convergeto a vector p that satisfies

into a Taylor
Gaussian
distributions
witheachindividual
Gaussian,
g(xk)i . (A6). Formally,G = G(xk) may be expanded
expressed
in termsof its center(mean)/t i , width(standard series
in Apj, where
deviation)
•i, andstrength
(amplitude)
si:

Apj= pj+1- Pj

and

or

g(xk)i
=si' exp
{-(xk-Ili)2
2ai2 }
(A2)

= +
+ ...
(^8)
Here,thehigher
orderterms
aredisregarded
aspj approaches

n

Y(Xk)
• G(xk)= • g(xk)i
i= 1

(a3)

p.

Under this expansion,the normal equations(A6b) can

be rewritten

as

SUNS•

ET AL.: DECONVOLU'IIONOF •

m

Z [Y(Xk)-GJ
(xk)VGfixk)ApJ
] VGJ
(xk)
=0

(A9a)

k=l
or

m
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where C = ax + b, a is the slope, and b is the intercept of
the continuum. The only effect this has on the mathematics
outlined above is to add two additional model parameters,
continuum slope and intercept to the problem. Doing so
requiresthat

P -- (Pl ' P2 ..... P3n+2)

k=l
and
m

8

(A9b)

•P3n+2

k=l

Invoking matrix notation,the left-handside of (A9b) can be
written

where

8

as

Dj Apj

(A10) and

where

8

--=
O

6j(xD

8b

1.

(A17)

ß

nm

Thus, applying this least squaresprocedure((A1)-(A14))
using equations (A16) and (A17), a spectrum can be
The right-handside of (A9b) can be expressedin termsof the
deconvolvedinto multiple Gaussiandistributionswhich are
sumof squaresof the residuals(A5) as
superimposed
onto a continuum.
The nonlinear least squares analysis for deconvolvin&
-1/2 V Sj
spectrawith modified Gaussiandistributions(see modified
where
gaussian model section) remains essentially as indicated
m
above.

However, the Gaussian distribution (A2) must be

VSj=-2k=Z1 [Y(Xk)-C
j (Xk)jl
VCj(Xk)(A11) replaced
witha modified
Gaussian
distribution
of theform
Combining equations(A10) and (All),

_(xk-l_lti-1)2
}

equation(A9b)

m(xk)
i =si ßexp 2•y
i2

becomes

DjApj=- I/2 V Sj

(A18)

(A12a) In addition,the partialderivatives(A6a) mustbe redefmedas

or

m(xk)i(xk-l_#i-1)
#f2

8

-1

Apj= Dj (- 1/2V Sj)

(A12b)

Equation(A12b) is thenusedfor thenextiterationof p with

Pj+I = Pj + Apj

(A13)

and the entire processis repeatedfor j =j+l. Terminationof
the procedure takes place when there is a negligible
improvementin the root mean square(RMS) error of the fit,
where

RMS--dS/m

(A14)

However, this procedurehas not yet accountedfor the fact
that reflectance spectra, as indicated earlier, should be
modeled in natural log reflectanceand energy. In order to
accomplish this we must transform equation (A3) into a
discrete function in energy (x = energy) and log space so
that

tny(xp a(x) =

i= 1

g(xDi

(A5)

8

m(xk)
i (xk-llti-1)
2

8
m(xk)i
=
8si
si

(A19)
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